Video clips automatically play and need to get a point across in 6 seconds; entire articles are boiled down to just a headline because they'll be scrolled by; tweets and memes show up everywhere (and sometimes, the memes are just screenshots of tweets-such is the media landscape). To get clicks, adjectives like "miracle," "radical," and "disastrous" are used to present research without context.
In short, scientists communicate their science prolifically and the world consumes it rapidly. However, there seems to be a gap between the two parties-communicating science well so it is understood. This communication gap is easy to see in many current public debates involving the climate crisis, vaccination, transgender individuals' existence, among others. The public notion of uncertainty is much different than the many definitions of scientific uncertainty. It might seem like mere semantics to some, but these public scientific debates have real life-and-death consequences for people.
A scientific discovery is only as good as its communication; the key is to accommodate the multiple communication paths from that discovery. Scientists doing the work can see more connections themselves when they organize data in a different way. Colleagues will more easily replicate experiments. Technical writers would have more context when writing up the research. Reviewers can see more of the scientists' thought processes and paths during the peer-review process. Editors will better understand the papers' fit for the industry and publications. Journalists will present the research more accurately and provide a broader base. Readers-those thousands of readers that can be reached-will more easily comprehend, contextualize, and then build upon and spread the science.
After a few years of involvement with journals, I saw a clear trend of great science communicated just well enough to get published, but not well enough to provide much other context. Often the most critical finding in a paper was hidden within a wall of text, when it could be summarized much more clearly in a table or diagram.
I reviewed one paper recently that went against the trend, and I mention it to anyone that will listen. It has not been published yet as of this writing, but the specifics are not important. The highlight for me was that it included two rarely-seen sections: a Graphical Abstract and a Prime Novelty Statement. The Graphical Abstract section complemented their traditional abstract by including key figures and data in a flowchart illustrating the experimental process. The Prime Novelty Statement summarized the reasons why that research was new and needed, in simple terms and in only a few lines. My hope is for sections like these (and more) to be added to every scientific paper, since they are helpful for all parties involved. These sections can be included in addition to the traditional technical sections, in a nod of understanding to readers who learn better with visuals or need a little more context.
In this very journal, in the first editorial of the first issue, the reason for communicating science is laid out explicitly: "The objective of a technical journal in any field is to foster the dissemination of acquired knowledge to a broader audience, so that other researchers may use and build upon the work of their colleagues" (Deacon, MMA 1:1-2, [1] ). This can be achieved only if the broader audience understands the science that is communicated. And that can be achieved only if the science is communicated clearly, efficiently, and contextually.
Science communication needs to be more than just the technical details, more than appendices full of raw data, and even more than a gallery of pretty pictures. I love microstructures as much as anyone in this industry, but I love their explanations and context better.
